
Statistics in Question SHEILAM GORE

ASSESSING CLINICAL TRIALS-

RASH ADVENTURES

Eagerness to begin analysis may compromise the careful
planning and execution of the trial if the important step of
checking the data before analysis is omitted. No amount of
statistical ingenuity can make bad data good. What is needed is
first to prepare an account of the numbers of patients lost to
follow-up or withdrawn from the trial, giving the reasons for
withdrawal and evaluating potential bias; secondly, to check
that the observations are sensible-within range, for example-
orderly, and consistent for a given patient; and thirdly, to
compare baseline characteristics between randomised groups to
verify that the patients in these groups are initially similar or to
be aware of chance differences that should be taken into account
at analysis.

Patient withdrawal

(45) What information should be reported about patients who are
withdrawn from a clinical trial or excluded retrospectively ?

-numbers of patients withdrawn from each treatment
group

-reasons for withdrawal

-potential bias if these patients are not included at
analysis

COMMENT

Patients are withdrawn from clinical trials or excluded

retrospectively for a variety of reasons. These include the
patient's refusal to continue in the study, lapsed attendance,
loss to follow-up because of moving from the health authority,
side effects or toxicity, intercurrent disease or death, eventual
discovery that the patient does not meet the entrance criteria,
treatment reversal whereby the patient received a treatment
other than the randomised assignment, poor compliance, other
protocol deviation such as dose limitation or intensification in
response to the patient's clinical status. Therefore, besides
reporting the actual numbers of patients withdrawn from each
treatment group, trial investigators should in each case give
the reason for withdrawal and the implications for analysis.
Thus Wilcox et all reported that 44 (33%) of 132 patients who
were randomised to propranolol, 51 (40%) out of 127 on atenolol,
and 40 (31 %) out of 129 on placebo were withdrawn during the
first six weeks after immediate treatment of suspected myocardial
infarction. Although the numbers of withdrawals were similar
for all the treatments, the reasons for withdrawal were very
different. Forty-nine (52%) of the 95 patients withdrawn after
treatment with beta-blockers compared with only five (13%)
out of 40 placebo withdrawals were accounted for by hypotension
or bradycardia. Trial results can be seriously biased by ignoring
the outcome for patients who have suffered side effects, refused
co-operation, shown poor compliance or in whom it has been
necessary to modify the trial regimen. Most often the correct
analysis, as reported by Wilcox et al, is between groups of
patients as randomised not as treated. (This is especially
important in the case of possibly deliberate treatment reversal.)
The rationale is for a pragmatic comparison on the basis of
intention to treat-that is, between treatment policies.
When the trial is being designed investigators should list

possible reasons for patient withdrawal, assess how best to
analyse the results from such patients to avoid bias, and write
into the trial protocol the methods of analysis which will be
required.
A good general principle is to follow up patients who have

been withdrawn in exactly the same manner as patients who
continue on treatment, provided that this is consistent with the
patient's wishes. Patients who default often differ in outcome
and prognosis from patients who comply. Treatment difference
may be exaggerated, diminished, or reversed by thoughtless
exclusion of relevant cases.
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(46) Assess the bias associated with patient withdrawal in the
following examples:

(a) In a prospective controlled trial of hyperbaric oxygen
as an adjuvant in radiotherapy of head and neck cancer,2 151
patients were randomly allocated to treatment in air and 143
to treatment in hyperbaric oxygen. The endpoints were
survival and disease-free interval. Eighteen patients allocated
to hyperbaric oxygen could not be treated in the chamber
because of claustrophobia or convulsions during the first
compression. These 18 patients were excluded from the
hyperbaric oxygen group and their results reported separately.

(b) Thirty-seven men with seronegative spondyloarthritis
took part in a randomised controlled cross-over study that
compared immune reactions stimulated by levamisole and
placebo during each 12-week treatment phase.3 Serious side
effects led to withdrawal of the active drug in nine patients.
Clinical response was compared in the remaining 28 patients.

(a) exclusion of the 18 patients makes a pragmatic
comparison between treatment policies invalid;

the question of whether radiotherapy in hyperbaric
oxygen is superior to radiotherapy in air in respect of
patients who could have received either is probably
answered by the authors' analysis

(b) toxicity is a severe indictment of any treatment

COMMENT

(a) Henk et al2 reasoned that claustrophobia and oxygen
toxicity were unlikely to be associated with the prognosis in
malignant disease or to have any relation to the outcome of
radiotherapy. They therefore excluded the 18 patients who
could not be treated in the hyperbaric oxygen chamber from
their main analysis, but took the precaution of reporting also
the combined analysis. The two methods relate to different
questions, the first to an explanatory purpose, the second to a
pragmatic one.

Exclusion of the 18 patients makes a pragmatic comparison
between treatment policies invalid; the trial results as first
analysed do not represent a comparison between practicable
treatments because there will always be head and neck cancer
patients who suffer claustrophobia or oxygen toxicity for whom
some (lesser ?) treatment must be devised. The second analysis
unbiasedly estimates the overall effect of the policy: treat in
hyperbaric oxygen whenever possible and in air otherwise.
The question of whether radiotherapy in hyperbaric oxygen

is superior to radiotherapy in air in respect of patients who
could have received either is explanatory in nature. It is best
answered by excluding from the trial before randomisation
patients who have a history of claustrophobia or oxygen toxicity
(because treatment in hyperbaric oxygen is contraindicated).
If in practice preselection was difficult then the authors have,
in their primary analysis, made the best answer they could to
the explanatory question-an answer that is unbiased if the
reasoning of the authors is correct.

(b) Toxicity is a severe indictment of any treatment, as
Goebel et al3 recognised when they reported on levamisole-
induced immunostimulation in spondyloarthritis. Benefit in
28 patients was bought at the price of serious side effects in
nine others. Until a method can be found of averting these
side effects, which necessitated immediate withdrawal of the
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active drug in 25% of patients, immunostimulation by levamisole
is a "two-edged sword."

Data inspection

(47) The table gives a 10-point check-list for data inspection.
What errors do you detect in the record shown (figure) ?

Data inspection: check-list

(1) Patient eligibility.
(2) Treatment assignment against randomisation list and order of

trial numbers against entry dates (number 12: 10/3/80, number
13: 27/2/80).

(3) Completeness (blanks ?) and correct sequence (1,2, ?,4,5) of
records for individual patients; serial order of patients in the
trial as a whole (unallocated trial numbers ?); observer code-
standard per patient ?

(4) Inadmissible codes: male = 1, female =2, code 8 is undefined.
(5) Sensible range for every variable. I have encountered breast

tumour 42 cm; age 3 years as the age when a patient started
smoking; ocular tension 9 mm Hg in treated simple open-angle
glaucoma. All are outside the usual range. All were queried-
the first two were confirmed but the last, ocular tension, should
have read 19 mm Hg. It did so on the original record of which
I held an imperfect photocopy.

(6) Legibility.
(7) Accuracy of observations: be suspicious if some observations are

recorded more accurately than others (different assessor, different
instrument, carelessness ?)-for example 1-64, 2 7, 11, 2.

(8) Dates: 29 02 78 is in error because 1978 was not a leap year.
(9) Sequence of events: date of birth precedes date of mastectomy;

date of metastasis is not later than date of death.
(10) Internal consistency: if tumour size is at least 5 cm then inter-

national stage is at least stage 3 breast cancer; a 60-year-old man
is an unlikely patient in a hospital for sick children.

Name

Hospital number
Date of birth E

Age in completed years
Menstrual status premenopause = I menopause = 2 postmenopause - 3

not known = 9

Side left = 1 right = 2 bilateral

Tumour size (cms) not known = 99

Fixation to skin nil = 1 partial = 2 complete

Ulceration
Peau d'orange - tumour area

breast
Satellite nodules skin
Invasiw skin wide of breast
Deep fixation - fascia

muscle
chest wall

Homolateral
axillary nodes

not involved - 1 mobile

Other nodes 1
Lymphoedema no
Metastasis at presentation - skin

distant

International stage not known = 9

Primary treatment

simple mastectomy
radiotherapy
radical mastectomy
other

Site of first metastasis

visceral
bone
other breast

Date of first treatment

Date of first metastasis

Date of death

no = 1 yes = 2
no = 1 yes = 2
no = 1 yes = 2
no = 1 yes = 2

no = 1 yes = 2
no = 1 yes = 2
no = 1 yes = 2

not known =0

not known = 0

not known = 0

Cause of death breast cancer = 1 other = 2 alive
causes

Status at 1980
anniversary

lost to
alive = 1 follow up = 2 dead

Survival in completed years

EZ0 I ilI6
X_0
15 l

16 2]

19

-3

= 3

20 T
21
22
23

= 1 yes =2 24 1
25 l
26
27

= 2 matted - 3 28F

29
= 1 yes - 2 301°I

31 UJ
32 J_
33Q

34
35 L
36
-

37 L

38 _
39 l
40

_. _ II b b

I 7 & b CO

- 3 59 ]

- 3 60[33

LW
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COMAENT

The errors contained in the record shown in the figure are as
follows:

(1) Day of birth (31 April) is incorrect.
(2) Primary treatment has not been recorded.
(3) Site of first metastasis is other breast, visceral, or both.
(4) Age in completed years is inconsistent with the given

dates of birth and of first treatment.
(5) Date of first metastasis has not been recorded, but site

or sites of metastasis have been given.
(6) Date of death apparently precedes date of first treatment;

the latter should probably be 1956 which would be consistent
with age (in completed years) 36 at first treatment and survival
(in completed years) of three years.

(7) Patient is recorded as alive and as having died from
breast cancer.

(8) Code for fixation to the overlying skin is illegible.
(9) Ulceration implies international stage 3 breast cancer.

(10) International stage 2 disease denies ulceration.

Notice that mobile homolateral axillary nodes are consistent
with international stage 2 disease and that regular menstruation
is probable for a woman aged 36 years.

Reference to the hospital case notes would be necessary to
resolve the above errors.
A computer program will often be written to check the

integrity of clinical trial data. This check comes after a
preliminary manual check; it follows the punching of the data
and so can detect errors that have been introduced at that stage.
Errors so detected are corrected by reference, in the first instance
to the trial record sheets (in the case of punching errors, this
will be sufficient) and thereafter to the doctor who completed
the forms. It is the doctor who, knowing the case history, must
resolve inconsistencies and retrieve missing data.

Comparability

(48) Why is it necessary to check that the actual treatment
groups are comparable on baseline characteristics even when the
method of assignment is random ?

-randomisation does not guarantee balance in every

instance; moderate discrepancy between randomised
treatment groups with respect to baseline characteristics
should be taken into account at analysis

-leak in randomisation suspected if groups not
comparable?

COMMENT

Randomisation is expected to produce treatment groups that
are comparable on important baseline characteristics but it will
not do so in every instance, and so the investigator should check
that a satisfactory balance has emerged. Not only the in-
vestigator but also the reader is reassured when there is no
obvious initial discrepancy between the treatment groups. If
there is a moderate imbalance then the author knows to take
account of this in the analysis, and to check that there has not
been a leak in the randomisation procedure.
Out of 28 prospective trials (Lancet: July to December 1977)

that compared treatments between groups of patients, only
19 made a check on comparability; some imbalance was found
in eight of the 19 studies.

This is the final article in the series on assessing clinical
trials. The next step is analysis, and the next series of articles
on assessing methods answers questions about statistical
methods commonly reported in medical journals.
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Is there any scientific logic in the custom of removing flowers overnight
from patients' sleeping accommodation ?

There is scientific logic in that plants use oxygen at night and there-
fore theoretically reduce the amount available to the patient. In fact,
however, the amount of oxygen taken up by flowers, whose metabolism
is less than that of a complete plant, must be negligible in view of the
continuous change of air in any room.

A young girl of 23 had a subarachnoid haemorrhage due to an aneurysm
of the posterior communicating artery. This was successfully ligated
three years ago, and her general health is good at present apartfrom mild
extrapyramidal ataxia. Is it safe for her to take an oral contraceptive ?

A connection between subarachnoid haemorrhage and the use of oral
contraceptives was suggested in 1977.1 In 1978 an American report2
indicated that the pill increased the risk of subarachnoid haemorrhage
sixfold, that hypertension was not a contributory factor, but that
smoking might be. In contrast, a British study3 found that the increase
in risk was not statistically significant, that hypertension is an import-
ant contributory factor, and that no conclusion can be drawn about the
role of smoking. Death rates from subarachnoid haemorrhage have
changed little since the pill was introduced,' and according to a recent

review4 the evidence relating haemorrhagic stroke to the use of oral
contraceptive is only moderately convincing-and any increased risk
is unlikely to be more than twofold. There is no information on the
risk to women who have had a previous subarachnoid haemorrhage
successfully treated. Among patients who survive six months after
surgery and who do not take oral contraceptives there is no apparent
increased mortality.5 Therefore the risk of oral contraception to this
patient-if she is a non-smoker and if her blood pressure remains
normal on regular checking-is probably increased only slightly, if at
all. Nevertheless, I have reservations which would make me recom-
mend another form of contraception. The pill slightly increases the
risk of thrombotic stroke4; the aetiology of cerebral aneurysms is ill
understood and so the reason for a possible connection with oral
contraceptives is not clear; and any increased risk-if it exists-may
persist after she has stopped taking the pill.
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